Limitations for the prevention of COVID-19 in Ceratopia TOKI
～Limitations of the Venue and Preparation～
Thank you for your participation in the 29th International Toki conference. In holding
the conference at Ceratopia Toki, we request that the participants at the venue
cooperate in limiting and preventing the spread of COVID-19. For the participants
planning to visit Ceratopia Toki, please be certain to read “Information required before
the conference” and ”Limitations of the venue”.
For avoiding the three Cs (Crowded places, Close-Contact settings, Confined and
enclosed spaces), the number of participants at Ceratopia Toki will be limited. We
request that most conference registrants participate in the conference online. We will
inform you about participation via online or participation on site in advance. If you
have not yet confirmed your participation at the venue, please select participation via
online.
“Information required before the conference”
□Mobile phone number that can be reached during the conference.
(The mobile phone number is for reporting to Ceratopia Toki and for public health
centers.)
”Limitation of the venue”
□Do not visit if you have a fever or have had other cold symptoms within the previous
two weeks.
(If you have a fever or other cold symptoms during the conference or after the
conference, please contact itc29@nifs.ac.jp).
□ Please measure your temperature on the day of your visit and provide your
temperature at the reception.
□Keep a physical distance of 2 m between people.
□Make sure to wear a mask at Ceratopia Toki.
□If an infected person appears, please cooperate with the survey of the Tono Public
Health Center （ 0572-23-1111 (ex.361) ） If you correspond to a close-contact
person, you should respond to requests from the public health center such as staying
at home.
“Preparation for participant at the venue (Please prepare by yourself)”
□mask
□thermometer
□mobile phone
□note PC(for online poster)
□Earphones and microphone (for online poster)
□Webcam (for online poster)

